
Address :Raja Mohalla, Kathidarwaza, Rainawari, Srinagar

Email : reservations@charzan.in Contact :7889504310

Package Code:RO251701 Price: 0(Price Per Person)

Miniature Kashmir Tour Package 2N3D - 2 Nights / 3 Days

Cities Covered: >> Srinagar >> Gulmarg >> Srinagar

Itinerary:
.
Day 1: Srinagar:
.
SRINAGAR – AT YOUR ARRIVAL
.
.
As you safely arrive at Srinagar, you will be welcomed by our representatives at the Airport/ Bus Stand
who shall drive you to your Hotel/Resort, stopping for lunch at your choice of Restaurant anywhere on
the way. After Lunch you can check into the Hotels Pre booked by you. Once you are ready to explore
Kashmir, our representative shall take you for local sightseeing across Srinagar which would include
visiting the mesmerizing Mughal Gardens like “Nishat and Shalimar”, a visit to the great Dal Lake is also
planned for the evening, where you and your loved ones can go for a Shikara ride across Dal Lake. By
evening you can either have dinner at any of the restaurant’s or Cafes nearby or you can decide to have
dinner at your Hotel/Resort.
.
Day 2: Gulmarg:
.
GULMARG (Estimated time 3 hr 45 min Distance (140 km) via Srinagar - Kanyakumari Hwy)
.
.
If you haven’t visited the romantic Gulmarg, you haven’t visited Kashmir, the most

popular place is not only the most chosen honeymoon spots in India but is also one

of the best picnic and scenic places in Kashmir. Your Day 3 will begin with your

drive to Gulmarg. On reaching Gulmarg,, you can first check in to your chosen

hotel/resort and after lunch you can enjoy the following
1) The great Gandola Ride
2) Visit to the Alpather lake ( 7 Km from Gulmarg)
3) Children’s park
By evening you will be driven back to Srinagar, wherein you can check into any

resort or houseboat of your choice, and enjoy your dinner under the moonlight
.



Day 3: Srinagar:
.
BIDDING YOU FAREWELL
.
.
.

Transfer Details :
 

Transfer Name Source City Destination City Vehicle Type Vehicle Name

cab srinagar airport all tour suv innova
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